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On representation of large integers by integral ternary

positive definite quadratic forms

B.Z. MOROZ

A few years after the famous work of C.L. Siegel's, [14], on represen

tation cf integers by a genus cf quadratic forms had appeared Yu. V.

Linnik, [7], initiated a study cf representation of integers by an in

dividual ternary quadratic form. Olle to the efforts of many authors

(cf., for instanc8, [S], [9], [lJ, [12], [16], [6], [3] and references

therein), we may now claim a success. Let fex) ~ j 2 aijXiXj be

l~i, j~3

a positive definite quadratic form with inteqral rational coeffi-

cients, so that- a ij m a ji , a ij E Z, 21aii for l'~ i, j ~3', and let

rf(n) = card {ulu € Z3, f(u) - n} be the representation number of n

by fi let 0 = det(aij ).

Theorem 1. Suppose that n € Z, n ~ 1 and q.c.d.(n,2D) D 1. Then

rf(n) = r(n,gen f) + o(n1/2-~) for ~ > 1/28 I where r(n,qen f) de

notes the number cf representations of n by the genus cf f aver

aqed in accordance with Siegel'8 prescription, [14]. Moreover, if n

1s primitively represented by f over the ring of p-adic integers for

each rational prime p then r(n,gen f) » n1/2-~ for ~ > o.
f,e.

Proof. Let N be a positive integer such that 2DIN and sIN, and

let 'P € So (3/2,N,l() with l( (d) = [~] , suppose furthermore that

~ E .1, in notations of [12]. Thus ~ is a "good" cusp-form of weight

3/2 (and character ~) which does not come fram a 9-series. Therefore
I

an argument due to H. Iwaniec, [6], and W. Duke, [3], supplemented by

the considerations going back to G. Shimura, [13], and B.A. Cipra,

[2], leads to an estimate for the Fourier coefficients of ~ (cf.
Cl)

also [4] ) , and on writing 'P (z) = 2 a(n)e211"inz we ebtain:

n-1
a(n) « nl/2-~ as soon as (n,20) :ICII 1 and ~ <

1 By [12, Korollar28 .
cp,~

3], it fellows

(n,2D) = 1 and

then that

1
~ < 28' where

rf(n) = r(n,spn f) + 0(n1/ 2- 1 ) for

r(n,spn f) denotes the representation
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Introduction.

The aim of this paper is to study the topological Euler-Poincare characteristic (or, Euler

characteristic, for short) of degeneracy loci associated with various bundle homomorphisms.

Recall that for a given morphism <.p : F -+ E of vector bundles on a variety X the r-th

degeneracy locus is the set

Dr(<.p) = {x E XI rank <p(x) ~ r},

r = 0,1, ... , min(rankF, rankE) -1. This concept overlaps a large family of interesting

varieties (the set of zeros of a seetion of a bundle being a very particular case).

Several authors have worked on explicit formulas for the Euler characteristic of Dr ( <p)

in terms of different cohomological and numerical invariants (see [Pa-Pr] for a survey

concerning this subject).

In the present paper, in Section 1, we give an explicit fonnula for the Euler characteristic

X(Dr(<p)) in terms of the Chern classes of E, Fand X, under the assumption that <.p is a

general holomorphic morphism of vector bundles.

In Seetion 2 we extend the quoted fonnula to singular varieties using Chem-MacPherson

classes (still for a general morphism <.p).

The fonnula does not hold for a generic (Le. of the expected codimension of a de

generacy locus) but nongeneral morphism, even in the case of a generic set of zeros of

a holomorphic section of a line bundle. We investigate this case in details in Section 3.

The difference between the Euler characteristic of a nongeneral hypersmface and the ex

pected polynomial in Chern classes is measured with the help of topological invariants of

singularities including some generalizations of the Milnor number and Chem-MacPherson

classes.

The present paper gives an answer to the problem posed in [Pr!] (8.6).
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Notation and convenrions

For a complex variety X by X(X) we denote its (topological) Euler characteristic, by

H.(X j Z) (resp. H·(X j Z))-its singular homology (resp. cohomology) groups, by Ak(X)

the Chow group of k-dimensional cycles moduln rational equivalence and A.(X) =

EBkAk(X),

For a given element z E H.(Xj Z), X compact (resp. z E A.(X), X complete) by

Ix z we denote the degree of the O-th component of z.

By dimX we mean always the complex dimension of X. If Xis a nonsingular complex

manifold, then the canonical orientation allows one to identify (by Poincare Duality) the

elements of Hi(Xj Z) with elements of H2dimX-i(Xj Z).

If E is a vector bundle on X and f : Y -+ X is a morphism of varieties, then Ey

denotes the pull-back bundle f· E.

For a given vector bundle E on X by ci(E), i = 1, ... ,rankE, we denote the i-th

ehern class of E. The top ehern dass of E will be denoted by ctop(E). By sk(E) we

denote the k-th Segre class of E i.e. the k-th camplete symetric polynomial in Chern roots

of E satysfying Si (E) = (-1) i Ci ( - E) (Note that this convention differs from that used

in [F], where si(E) = Ci( -E)). We assurne also si(E) = ci(E) = 0 if i < O.

By c(E) = 1 + Cl (E) +... + Ctop(E) we denote the total Chern class of E.

For a manifold X, we denote by T X the tangent bundle of X and by Ck(X) the k-th

Chern class of TX. We put Ck(X) = 0 if k < O.

In topology, the Chern classes ci(E) of a vector bundle E on a variety X are located

in H 2i (X; Z), i = 1, ... ,rankE. In algebraic geometry, the Chern classes are operators

ci(E) n - : Ak(X) -+ Ak-i(X) (see [F]). However, if X is smooth, then one usually

identifies Cj(E) with ci(E) n [X] E AdimX-i(X) ~ Ai(X)- the i-th graded component of

the Chow ring of X. In Section 1, we use frequently this identification.
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The notation for different morphisnis between Chow groups is borrowed from [F].

In Section 3 we will use some notation from differential geometry. Let X be a complex

manifold and let L be a holomorphic line bundle on X. The nonn of a vector in L will

be denoted by IIvll. By ac C n (resp. s;n-l C C n ) we denote the open ball (resp.

the sphere) with center at the origin and the radius c, and by lei the absolute value of a

complex number c.
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1. The Euler characteristic of a degeneracy locus of a general holomorphic vector,

bundle morphism.

Let X be a complex compact manifold and let 'P : F ---+ E be a holomorphic morphism

of complex holomorphic vector bundles on X. Let Dr C H om(F, E) stand for the

universal (tautologieal) degeneracy locus (the fibre of D r over x E X is equal to {f E

H om(F( x), E(x))j rank f ~ r}). A morphism 'P : F ---+ Einduces the section sI.{' :

X ---+ Hom(F, E). We say that 'P is general if s'" is transverse to all Dk C Hom(F, E)

k = 0,1, ... ,min(rankF, rankE) - 1. Through replacing 'P by 'P v : E
V

---+ F
V

, if

necessary, we can assurne for all in this (and the next) section, that

m = rankF ~ n = rankE.

To state the main result of this seetion we need same definitions.

By a partition we mean a sequence of integers I = (i1, ... ,ik), where i 1 ~ i2 ~ ... ~

iJ.; 2:: O. We write leI) for card {p; ip =f:. O}, 111 for E ip , r- = (jl,j2, ... ) fOT

the conjugate partition with jp = card {h; ih ~ p} and (i)k for (i, ... ,i) (kMtimes). For

two partitions I, J we writeI::> J if ik ~ j k for each k. Moreover, given two finite

Fix k, 0 ~ k < 7l. For two partitions I, J such that leI) ~ n - k, l( J) ~ n - k define

Dk =Det[(ip+jq-:m+n-2k-p-Q)] 1< <n-k.
I,J 'lp+n-k-p' -p,q-

Finally, given two vector bundles E, F on X and a partition I = (i l , ... , ik) we define

in H 2 II I(Xj Z) the class
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where
i

si(E - F) := L:(_l)i-PSp(E)Ci_p(F).
p=o

In particular, if F = 0 then s[(E) = Det [sip_p+q(E)], 1 ::; p, q ::; k; if E = 0 then

SI( -F) = (-1)IIl sr.. (F).

The following formula describes the topological Euler-Poincare characteristic of the

degeneracy locus D r(<.p) = {x E X Irank cp( x) ::; r}.

Theorem 1.1. H<.p is general, then

[~ k (n - r + k - 1)
X(D r ( '1')) = Jx ~ (-1) k g(r - k).

Here,

wbere d = dimDr(<.p) (= dimX - (m - r)(n - r») and the sum is over a11 partitions

I, J such that I(I)::; n - k, I(J)::; n - k.

Remark 12. Under the assumption Dr- l (ep) = 0, the above formula reads x(D r(ep) =

g(r). This result was established in [prl] as a particular case of an algorithrn for cornpu-

tation of the ehern nurnbers of smooth degeneracy Ioci.

The proof of Theorem 1.1 requires several preliminary definitions aod results. Let

i : Dr(cp) -. X be the inclusion aod let i. : A.(Dr(ep)) -. A.(X) be the induced map of

the Chow groups. Following [Pr!] we say that a polynomial P(Cl, ... ,Cn 1 C~ , ... 1 C~),

where {Ci}, {cj} are independent variables, describes in a universal way a cycle supported

in D r (cp) if P( Cl (E), .. . ,cn(E), Cl (F), . .. ,cm(F» E Im( i.) for every variety X and
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every morphism c.p : F -. E of vector bundles on X, such that rank F = m, rank E = n,

we have

The following fact is a consequence of Lemma 2.5 in [Pr2] (see also Theorem 5.3 (i)

in [Pr3]) and the main Theorem 3.4 of [Pr!].

Proposition 1.3. No nonzero Z[c.(E)] = Z[cl(E), ... ,cn(E)]-combination of the

sI(E - F) with I 1; (m - r)n-r describes in a universal way a cyc1e supported

We need the following property of ger) in the sequel. Let k : Dr(c.p)\Dr-1(c.p)-+Dr(c.p)

be the open imbeding and let !( (resp. C) be the kernel (resp. cokernel) bundle of <P

restricted to D r(<p) \ Dr- 1 (c.p).

Lemma 1.4. There exists an element a E A.(Dr(<p)) such that i.(a) = g(1') and

k·(a) = Cd ((ik)·TX - [(v ® c).

Proof. The proof is a combination of several facts proved in [pr!]. Let 1rE : Gr(E) -+

X (resp. 1rF : Gr(F) -+ X) be the Grassmannian bundle parametrizing r-subbundles of

E (resp. r-quotients of F). Moreover, let

R (r) E Q(n-r)o-+ E -+ G r (E) -+ E -+ 0

R(m-r) Q(r)o -+ F -. EOr(F) -+ F -+ 0

be the tautological sequences on Gr(E) and Gr(F). Consider the following fibre product

of Grassmannian bundles
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The morphism I.(J induces the seetion Sep of Hom(F; E) and thus the section sep of
\

H om(F, E)o / H om(Q F, RF)' Let Z be the subscheme of zeros of sl.p' The restrietion p

of 1T to Z factorizes through Dr ( I.(J). We put

Now, the first assertion follows from a calculation analogous to the one in [PrI], Proposi-

tion 5.7; the only difference being the use of Proposition 3.2 instead of Lemma 5.1 from

loc.cit.. The second assertion is immediate as RF Iz restriets (via k) to I{ and QEI z to C.

D

At the end of the list of preliminary results we record the following consequence of the

Littlewooo-Richardson ruJe.

Lemma 1.5. Let I, J be two partitions such tbat /(1 .... ) < k, I( J) < I. Then the

nonzero coeflicients ßK occuring in

are indexed by partitions [( 1; (I + l)k+l.

Proof. We use the tenninology and fonnulation of the quoted rule as in [M] (1.9).

Recall that the diagrams of ]( for which ßK f:. 0 are obtained by adding to the diagram

of Iboxes coming from the diagram of J according to certain mIes. One of these mIes

implies that the number of new boxes added in a single column cannot be greater than

I(J). Our assertion now follows from the observation that the (k+1)-th column of the

diagram of I<, for which ßJ( f:. 0, cannot contain (I + 1) boxes because i 1 < k + 1 and

I(J)~I.

o
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Consider now the following geometrie construction. Fix a general morphism 'P and

write Dr = Dr('P), for shoTt. Consider the variety Zr

(1.1)

Zr = Zeros(Fc
!pG j

---..) Ec -4 Q) ~ G = Gr(E)

1~.

x

where Gr(E) is the Grassmannian bundle of r-subbundles associated to E -4 X, and Q

is (n - r )-bundle given by the exact (tautologieal) sequence 0 -t R -4 Ec -t Q ---+ 0 on

G. The key infonnation for the purposes of this seetion is contained in:

Proposition 1.6.

X(Zr) = Lg(r).

Prüof. Our proof is rather conceptual than computational, and will use the main

theorem of [Pr1]. The proof will be divided into several steps.

Step 1 We claim that the following identity holds:

First, we know arguing as in [Po] that for general 'Pt the variety Zr is smooth of pure

dimension d and its fundamental dass is evaluated to be Ctop(F~ ~ Q).

Then

X(Zr) = L1I'.j.(Ctop(Zr)) (see [H] 1.4 for example)

=L11'. {Ctop(F~ 0 Q)Cd(Zr)}

= L11'. hm)n-.(Q - FO)Cd(Zr)}

(by, for instance, [Pr1] Lemma 1.3).
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Using the exact sequence

(1.3)

and the well-known presentation of the dass of TC in the Grothendieck group 1« C):

[TC] = [1r"'TX +R
V

0 Q] (see e.g. [F] B.5.8) the latter expresion can be rewritten in the

form stated in (1.2).

It follows from the formula for Gysin push-forward in Grassmannian bundle (see [Pr!]

Proposition 2.2, for example) that X(Zr) has the form

(1.4)
d

X(Zr) =i LPi(C.(E),c.(F))Ci(X) ,
x i=O

where Pi(c.(E), c.(F)) are elements of H"'(X; Z), given by certain polynomial expressions

in the Chern elasses of F and E.

Step 2 We claim that in order to compute the polynomials Pi(c.(E), c.(F)) in (1.4), one

can use the Chow groups set-up instead of the (eo)homolagy groups one, and restrict to

the case of algebraic varieties.

The first claim follows from the fact that the formulas for Gysin push-forward in Grass-

mannian bundles are the same for (co)homology H"'( -; Z) and Chow groups A.( -).

Ta see that we can assurne X to be algebraic consider the generic degeneracy locus

Dr(u, v) C Xv,w described in construction (13) of [Pr!]. We claim that if for fixed i we

write Piec.(E), c.(F)) = ~ a/,Js/(E)SJ(F), then for v, w ~ 0 the coefficients GI,} com-

puted in the above situation for E = Ev,w, F = Fv,w are the same as the universal ones in

question. This follows from the property that the vector bundles E = Ev,w, F = Fv,w have

generic ehern roots if v, W -40 00 (i.e. every finite set {s /1 (E)s J 1 (F), ... , S / AI (E)s J" (F)}

l( Ip ) ~ n, l( Jp ) ~ m, (Ip , Jp ) f (Iq , Jq ) if p i- q, becomes a family of Z-linearly inde-

pendent elements for v, W -40 00).
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Observe that sinee 7r.j. = i.1]* (see [F] 1.4), eaeh Pi(c.(E),e.(F» describes a dass of

a eyde supported in Dr • Fix i and let P = Pi. Express P as

(1.5) P(e.(E), c.(F» = L Q:/(e.(E»s/(E - F),
/

where the sum is taken over partitions, and Ci/ depend only on e.(E) and do not depend

on e.(F) (This is possible by the linearity formula, see e.g. [Pr!] Formula 4).

Step 3 We claim that I 1; (m - r + l)n-r+l if Ci/ i= O. To prove it, let us look at (1.2)

and analyse for which partitions L the following property holds: if

P(e.(E), e.(F» = L ßL(e.(E»sL(F) ,

where ßL E Z[e.(E)], then ßL i= O.

Note first that every SIe Fa) appearing in the decomposition of S(m)n-r (Q - Fe) as

a Z-combination of SI«Q)'s/(Fe) satisfies 1(1-) :::; rkQ = n - r (see e.g. [Pr!]

Formula 2). Moreover, every sJ(Fe) appearing in the decomposition of ei(-F~ @ Q) =

(-l)isi(Fe ® Q) as a Z-combination of the sL(Q)'sJ(Fe) satisfies I(J) :::; n - r (see

e.g. [pr!] Lemma 5.6). But, by Lemma 1.5, if 1(1-) :::; n - r and 1(J) :::; n - r :::; m - r,

then the nonzero ßK occuring in

sI(F).sJ(F) = L ß[(s[((F) (ßK E Z)
K

are indexed by partitions 1( 1; (m - r + 1)n-r+l. Consequently, using the property

that S K ( - F) = ±s1<- (F) and the linearity form ula decomposing SI (E - F) as a Z

combination of the sM(E)SN(F) , we easily obtain that if in (1.5) Ci/ -I 0 then I 1;

(m - r +1)n-r+l, as claimed.

11



Step 4 We claim that 7r.j.(Cd(Zr)) = g(r).

We have the following commutative diagram

k·
A.(Zr)

3

) A.(Zr \ 7r- I (Dr_I ))

1~. '1-~. -

k·
A.(Dr )

2

A.(Dr \ D r- I )

1i. 1·/I.
k·

A.(X)
1

A.(X \ D r- I )

where i', k1 , k2 , k3 are the inclusions and 7]' is the restriction of 1] (the commutativity of

this diagram follows from [F] Proposition 1.7). Let K (resp. C) be the kernel (resp.

cokernel) bundle of <p restricted to D r \ D r - I . Then, by the pull-back property of ehern

classes

On the other hand, it follows from Lemma 1.4 that g(r) E A.(X) is the image by i. of

an element a E A.(Dr ) satisfying the property k2'(a) = cd((ik)·TX - I{v ~ C). Thus

By the exact sequence (see [F], Proposition 1.8)

where I : D r-I -)0 X is the inclusion, we know that g( r) - 7r.j. (Cd (Zr)) is contained in

Im(7.) and describes in an universal way a cycle supported in D r - 1 • In fact, the same

applies to the coefficients (depending on c.(E), c.(F) of the Ci(X) in this element.

12



By Step 3 we know that all the coefficients of Ci(X) in g(r)-7f.j.(Cd(Zr)) are Z[c.(E)]-

combinations of the s/(E - F), where I 1> (m - r + l)n-r+l. In virtue of Proposition 1.3

with r replaced by r - 1, this forces ger) = 7f.j.(Cd(Zr)), which proves the proposition.

D

Lemma 1.7.

~ (n -r+ k -1)X(Zr) = ~ k X(Dr-k).

Proof. Let Zk = 7r-
1(D k ). Then Zk\Zk-l is a locally trivial fibration over Dk\Dk-l

with the Grassmannian Gr_k(Cn- k ) as the fibre. Thus

=~ X(Dk) [(n - ~) _(n - k - 1)]
LJ r-k r-k-l
k=O

~ (n-k -1)
= ~ r-k X(Dk),

which is the required result.

o

Lemma 1.8. For every positive integers a, k, the following equaJity holds

Proof. The assertion is a consequence of the following two equalities:

and

13



(p = 1, ... ,k), a verification of the latter being straightforward.

o

Proof of Theorem 1.1. Recall that we want to prove

r ~ k (n - r + k - 1)x(Dr(cp)) = Jx ~ (-1) k g(r - k).

We use induction on r. For r = 0, the equality X(Do) = g(O) is true by [Pr1] Proposition

5.7. Assume that the fonnula is correct for every k ~ r - 1. We have

r ( )
n-r+p-1

X(Dr) = X(Zr) -1 L x(Dr- p )
x p=O P

(by Lemma 1.7)

= 1; {9(T)- t(n-r+p-l) [I:(_1)Q(n-r+ p+Q -1)g(r_ p_Q)]}

x p=l P q=O Q

(by Proposition 1.6 and the induction assumption)

(by Lemma 1.8 with a = n - r - 1)

o
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2. GeneraIization to singular varieties.

In this section we allow the ambient space X to have singularities and to be a compact

complex pure dimensional analytic space. Let us fix a Whitney stratification X of X

(see, for instance [G-M]). Let 'P : F -+ E be a holomorphic morphism of complex

holomorphic vector bundles on X. Assurne that 'P is general Le. the induced section

st.p : X -+ H om(F, E) is transverse (on each stratum of X) to all tautologieaI degeneraey

loci D r C H om(F, E). We extend the fonn ula of Theorem 1.1 to this case. Since for

singular varieties the tangent bundle is not defined we use instead of the Chern classes. of

T X the Chern-MacPherson classes.

The Chern-MacPherson dass c.(X) E H.(X; Z) was introduced (for an algebraic X)

in [McP]. It equals, via the Alexander isomorphism, to the M.H. Schwartz dass [S],[B·S]

and can be in fact defined for any analytic space.

Let us first recall briefly MacPherson 's definition.

Assurne first that X is embedded in a smooth varlety M. Then the tangent bundle to

the nonsingular part X reg of X defines a seetion over X reg of the Grassmannian bundle

Gn(TM) (where n = dimX). By the Nash blowing-up v: X -+ X of )( we mean the

closure Je of the image of this seetion together with a map v induced by the restrietion

of the projection of Gn(TM) on lvI. We denote by T (or Tx) the restrietion to X of the

tautological bundle over Gn(TM). Note that Tl v-l(Xreg ) is isomorphie to v·TXreg . All

the above data are analytically independent of the embeding and so defined for all analytic

spaees. The ehern-Mather dass of X is defined (in H",(Xj Z) or A",(X») by

Ch1(X) = v.(c(T) n [Xl).

We may define CM for auy analytic eyde L: ni Vi of X by

where inc1i is the inclusion of Vi in X.

15



In [McP] MaePherson defined the loeal Euler obstruction Eux (x) of X at x EX.

The funetion Eux is eonstruetable with integer vaIues (see e.g.[L-T] ). Let T : Je ~ X

be a blowing-up of v-lex) and let Y be the exeeptional divisor. Then Eux(x) can be

expressed by the Gonz3.lez-Verdier fonnula (see [Go] [L-T] or [F] Ex. 4.2.9).

Eux(x) = i Cn -l(r*'T -~),

where eis the nonnal bundle to Y. Here are some properties of the loeal Euler obstnlction

which we use in the sequel.

Lemma 2.1.

(1) Eux(x) is constant on the strata of (any) Whitney stratific"ation of X.

(2) Eux(x) = 1 if x E X reg •

(3) Assume that X is loca11y imbeded in C N and a nonsingular subspace W C C N

is transverse to a W'bi tney stratification of X. Then, Eu w nX (x) = Eux (x )

for xE wnx.

(4) EuxxY(x, y) = Eux(x)·Euy(y) .

In [McP] MacPherson defined an isomorphism T between the space of analytie cycles

on X and the space of eonstnletable funetions with integer values on X by: T( L: niVi) =

L: niEuVi· Let us call T-l(Idx ) the Chern-MaePherson eyele 0/ X. The Chern

MacPherson class 0/ X is defined in H.(X; Z) (or A.(X)) by

and satisfies gocxl functorial properties (see [McP] or [F] Ex. 19.1.7.). In partieular

(2.1)

Theorem 2.2. H'P is general, then

r~ (n -r+ k - 1)X(Dr(e,o» = }x6(-1)k k g(r-k).

16



Here,

where tbe surn is over a11 partitions I, J such that l(I) ~ n - k, l( J) ~ n - k.

Proof. We will show how to extend the proof in the nonsingular case to the present

situation.

Let us consider first the case of a holomorphic section of a holomorphie veetor bundle.

So, let E be a holomorphic vector bundle over X and let Z be the zero set of a holomorphic

section S of E transverse to the zero section (i.e. transverse on eaeh stratum of X). The

image of the fundamental cIass [Z) of Z by i ... (where i : Z ~ X denotes the incIusion)

is dual to the top Chern cIass Ctop (E) of E in the sense that

i ... ([Z)) = ctop(E) n [X).

In the nonsingular case the nonna! bundle to Z is isomorphie to Elz and eonsequently the

total Chern cIass of Z equals i'"c(T X - E). Henee the topological Euler characteristic of

Z ean be expressed in terms of the ehern cIasses of E and X as follows

(2.2) x(Z) = r ctop(E).c(X).c(E)-l.
Jx

To prove the similar fonnula for the singular case we note that by the properties of Whitney

stratification and Lemma 2.1 we have easily:

Lemma 2.3. Let E, X and Z be as above. Then:

(1) X induces on Z a stratification Z which is also Whitney.

(2) Tbe Nash blowing-up oE Z is induced by v i.e. equals Z = v-1(Z) -+ Z and

on Z we bave an exact sequellce oE vector bUIldles

(2.3) o-+ Tz -+ Tx Iz -+ v"'(Elz) -+ o.

(3) H L: niVi is the Chern-MacPherson cyc1e for X, then L: niVi n Z is the one

for Z.
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By (2.3)

c(Tz) = i"'v"'c(E)-l.i"'c(Tx) ,

and consequently

CM(Z) = v*(c(Tz) n [Z]) = v.(i"'v"'c(E)-l.i*c(Tx) n [Z])

= v",(v*C(E)-l'C(Tx )'Ctop(v*E) n [X])

=C(E)-l ·ctop(E) n CM(X),

Let Y be a subspace of X given by a union of strata of X. Then, since Z is transverse to

X, by the same argument as above

Therefore, by (3) of Lemma 2.3, we get the following fonnula.

Proposition 2.4. Let X, E, s and Z be as above. Tben

c*(Z) = c(E)-l'Ctop(E) n c*(X).

In particular,

To prove Theorem 2.2 in the geneml case we follow completely the proof of Theorem

1.1 and we simply show that all the steps are allowed.

Consider the construction given by (1.1) and note that, as in the nonsingular case, it

suffices to prove

(2.4)

for all r. Fix r and let Z = Zr.

First observe that since 7r : G ---+ X is a Iocally trivial bundle with nonsingular fibre we

have by Lemma 2.1:
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Lemma 2.5.

(1) A Whitney stratification X oE X induces a Wbitney stratmcation oE G by

taking strata oE the form 7r- 1(S) for SEX.

(2) Tbe Nash blowing-up of Vc : G -t G of G is canonically isomolphic to the

!ibre product of v and 7r.

(3) For any z E G Euc(z) = Eux(7r(z» and ifl:niVi is the Chem-MacPherson

cyc1e for X then L: ni7r-1(Vi) is the one for G.

Let 7f : G-t X be the induced map (by (2) of Lemma 2.5). By (2.3) we have an exact

sequence

""... v
o-4 Tz -t Tclz -4 va(Fc ~ Q)I2' -4 0

and [Tc] = [7f"'Tx + vo(R
v

0 Q)]. This implies

hCM(Z) = v.ir. (S(m)n-·(Qo - Fo)Cd(ir*'ix + R~ l8i Qo - F~ l8i Qo) n [Cl) ,

where d = dimZ. By the formula for Gysin push-forward in Grassmannian bundle we

have again

r CAl(Z) = r_~ (tP;(C.(Ex),C.(Fx))C;(i'x)) n [X]
Jz Jx 1=0

=L(~P;(C.(E),c.(F))nCM(X)) ,

Repeating the proof of Theorem 1.1 we get

As in the proof of Proposition 2.4 we may proceed similarly for any subspace Y of )[

which is a union of strata of X in paricular for the cycles Vi occuring in (2.1). By (3) of

Lemma 2.5 this gives the required formula x(Z) = Jz c",( Z) = Jx g(r), which ends the

proof.

D
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3. The Euler characteristic of a nongeneral hypersurface.

Assurne now that X is a connected compact n-dimensional manifold and L is a holo-

morphic line bundle aver X. Let s E HO(X, L) \ {O} be a halomorphic section of L and

consider the zero set Z of s.

We define the number fL( Z, X) as follows

/-l(Z,X) = (-l)n(X(Z) - X(X,L»,

where for a vector bundle E, X(X, E) = Ix L:~=o( -l)n-ici(X)sn_i(E) denotes the

Euler characteristic of a zero set of a section transverse to the zero section (for a line

bundle L, sk(L) = cl(L)k). Usually, we will write fL(Z) instead of fL(Z,X).

The aim of this section is to give a formula for J.L( Z) in terms of local invariants of Z

and the topology of Singe Z).

Remark. The methods we use in this section are different to that in previous ones. Dur

considerations are based on differential geometry (general reference [G·H]), differential

topology and stratifications of real and complex analytic sets (see e.g. [GD.

Example 3.1. Assurne that Z C X is a hypersurface defined by a section S of a line bundle

Land that Z has onIy isolated singular points. In local coordinates z = (ZI, ... ,zn) around

x E Z the hypersurface Z is defined by a holomorphic function f. We may assurne that

x is the origin in C n and f is defined in a neighbourhoud of x. For small positive e and
o

ö (and 0 < ö << e) the interseetion /-1 (ö) n~ has the homotopy type of a bouquet of

spheres sn-l V ... V sn-l of real dimension n - 1, where the number of spheres fL is
o

called the Milnor number of X at x (see [Mi]). Since Z n ~ is contractible

1t is not difficult to see (cf. [Pai] for instance) that if Z has ooly isolated singularities,

then

/-l(Z) = X(Z) - X(X, L) = (_l)n L /-l(Z, x),
xESing(Z)
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where Il( Z, x) denotes the Milnor number of Z at x.

The Milnor number of x admits several interpretations. At first

Jl = dimcC{z}/(81/8zl,'" ,8//8zn ).

Secondly, by a theorem of Mather there is a holomorphic change of coordinates h near the

origin such that /0 h is a polynomial mapping. Thus we mayassurne that the gradient 81 =

(81/8zl, ... ,81/8zn ) of I has polynornial cornponents. We have Il = card{(81)-I(y)},

for y in an open dense subset of a neighbourhood of the origin. The gradient map gives

also the following approach. Since 8/ has no zeros in a punctured neighbourhood of the

origin we can define (for small e > 0) 9 : s;n-l ---+ sin
-

1 by g(z) = 81(z)/1I81(z)lI,

where s;n-l. Then, Jl equals the topological degree of g.

We refer to [0] for more detailed infonnations about the Milnor number.

Let x be an arbitrary point of Sing( Z) and assurne that in Iocal coordinates around x the

hypersuface Z is the zero set of (the getm of) an analytic function f : (C n
, 0) ---+ (C, 0).

Let € be a small positive number and let D6 = {z E Cj Izl ::; 5}. Then, if only 0 < 5 « €,

o
/ restricted to ~ n /-1 (D6 - 0) is a locally trivial fibre bundle and the topological type

of the fibre does not depend on the choice of € [Mi]. w.e call this fibre the Mi/nor fibre

attached to x and will denote it by Fx •

DEFINITION. We define /-L(Z, x) = (_1)n-l(X(Fx) -1).

Example 3.2. If x is a nonsingular point of Z, then Il(Z, x) = O. If x is an isolated

singularity, then Jl(Z,x) = (_1)n-l(1 + (_1)n-ldimQH n- 1 (Fx,Q) -1) = jl, the

usual Milnor number of Z at x.

By the existence of "good" stratification of Z (see e.g.[H-L] Theorem 1.2.1 or [H-M-S]

Theorem 7.1.1)) we see that x~ J.l(Z, x) is a constructable function on Z. Let us recall

below briefly the definition of "good" stratification.
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"Good" stratification. A stratification Z of Z is called to be "good" if it satisfies

the following local condition (whieh is independent of the choiee of local coordinates).

Assume that as above Z is described locally as the zero set of f : C n --+ C. We say that

Z is a "good" stratification of Z if for each sequence Xk E C n
\ Z converging to x E Z

and such that the sequence TXlJ (f-l(f(Xk))) of the tangent spaces to the fibres of f has

a limit T (in pn-l), T contains the tangent space to the stratum containing x. If this

stratum is given by {Zl = ... = Zj = O}, then the condition above can be described as

follows

(3.1)

Let Z be a Whitney and "good" stratification of Z. By Thom 's First Isotopy Lemma

(see e.g. [G] Theorem 5.2) the topological type of the MUnor fibres Fx at x is constant

along the strata of Z.

Notation. For S E Z we denote by f-lS the value of x 1---+ J1.( Z, x) on S.

The following result, which is a particular case of Theorem A of [N], gives an example

of a more elaborate calculation of f-l( Z, x), whieh will be important in the induction step

of the main theorem of this section. We present a proof for the reader's convenience.

Lemma 3.3. Let Z be a bypersurEace in X and let H be a nonsingular bypersurface oE

X transverse to a "good" and Wbitney stratincation oE Z. Then for each x E Z n H

J1.(Z UH, x) = (_l)n

(in tbe other words the Euler characteristic oE the Milnor !ibre of zu H at x is zero).

Proof. Assurne that x is the origin in C n and let Z and H be the zero sets of f and Zn

respectively, so ZUH is the zero set of g(z) = znf(z). For z E C n we write z = (z', zn),
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where z' E C n
-

l . We assume that the line I = {CO, Zn) E C n
-

l
X C} is contained in the

stratum of a Whitney and "good" stratification Z of Z which contains x. Denote by G

the Milnor fibre of Zu H at the origin. We shall show that, up to homotopy equivalence,

G fibres over SI and therefore x(G) = 0, as desired. In the proof we use standard facts

of real analytic geometry which can be found in [1.] and [G].

First, we consider the family of hypersurfaces ZZn in C n
-

l given by the equations

f( *, zn) = 0 with fixed Zn' Since Z is "good", by (3.1), the Milnor fibres of Z Zn at 0 E

C n - l are homeomorphic provided IZn I is sufficiently small. Moreover, using Lojasiewicz

Inequality [.t], one may find eo > 0 and m E N such that for every 0 < c 5 co, e E C

such that 0 < lei 5 cm
, and IZn I 5 co

F(Zn,e) = {z' E C n
-

l
; Ilz'll 5 c,f(z',zn) = e}

is homeomorphic to the Milnor fibre P' of Z n H at the origin. Instead of the ordinary

representatives of G

we consider

where

-1 0
Ge,c=g (e)nBe eE C ,0 < lei « c <t::: 1

e E C ,0 < !cl « c <t::: 1 ,

(we will show below that they are homotopically equivalent). Note that the image of G~,c

by the standard projection 1Tn (Le. 1Tn ( z) = zn) is the annulus {~~ < Zn< c} and the

fibres are homeomorphic to P'. This already gives x(Ge,e) = 0 (since 1Tn restricted to

G~,e can be stratified). By (3.1) and

dg = znd' f + (f + znBI jBzn)dzn ,

where d' I = BI jBz l dz l + ... + BI jBzn - l dzn -I, one can prove that in fact 1TnIGll,e is a

locally trivial fibratioß.
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To compiete the proof we will show that G~,c are homotopically equivalent to G~,c for

o < lei <t:: e «1. Consider a one-parameter family of neighbourhoods of the origin in

where <p : C n -+ R is a semi-analytic function and <p-l (0) = O. Fix c E C \ {O} and

consider the famHy of sets

By the properties of semi-analytic sets there exist eo and m E N such that all G~,t are

homeomorphic if onIy (e, t) E S = {Ce, t)j 0 < e ::; eo, 0 < t ::; em
}. Moreover, the

homeomorphisms can be obtained by the integration vector fields (First Isotopy Lemma)

and therefore for all (e, t), (el
, t) ES, e :::; e', G~ tc is adeformation retract of G~, tc'

I ,

o
Take co good for both famHies ~ and U~ and choose ei (i = 1,2,3) such that

By the above for t > 0 and sufficiently small G~o.tc is adeformation retract of G~21tc and

G~l.tc is adeformation retract of G~81tC' Therefore G~2,tc and G~l.tc are homotopically

equivalent. This ends the proof.

D

One may ask about a general formula for J.L( Z) in terms of the Iocal invariants of the

singularities of Z. The following theorem gives such a formula in the case of a projective

variety X.

Theorem 3.4. Let X be a nonsingular subvariety oEpN and let Z be the zero set oE a

holamorphie seetion oE a holamorphie line bundle Lover X. Let Z be a stratmcation

oE Z such that J1( Z, *) is constant on the strata oE Z. Then

Jl(Z) = L a(S)' r(C(L)-l n c.(S») ,
SEZ Js
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where o:(S) = p.s - L:S'#S,SI:>S a(S'), and c.(S) denotes the Chern-MacPherson

c1ass of S(-the c10sure of stratum S).

Before we start the proof we give some examples illustrating the theorem.

Example 3.5. Assume that Y = Sing(Z) is nonsingular and that the pair (Z \ Y, Y)

satisfies Whitney Conditions. Then, (Z \ Y, Y) is a "good" stratification of Z ([L-S]) and

for x E Y

where m = dirn Y and J-Ln-m(z, x) is the (n - m)-th Teissier number of Z at x (see [T]).

Now the theorem asserts

Jl(Z) = JlY [cm(T"Y 0 LIY),

where T·'Y denotes the holomorphic cotangent bundle of Y (see e.g. [G-H] Chapter

o §2.). As it was proved in [pa] the above formula holds without the assumption of

projectivity of X. The proof uses the following characterization of p.(Z) (see [Pa] for the

details). Let D = D' + DU be the associated metric connection on L compatible with a

complex structure. Then p,(Z) equals the interseetion index of D' oS and the zero seetion

computed near Z.

Exarnple 3.6. Let Y = SingeZ) be nonsingular and let Z consist of 3 strata: SI 

Z - Y,52 = Y - S3 and S3. Then the theorem gives

In order to prove Theorem 3.4, let us first prove the following proposition (which holds

without the assumption of the projectivity of X).

Proposition 3.7. Let L be a holomorphic line bundle over a connected compact n

dimensional manifold X. Assume tbat Z is tbe zero set of s E HO(X, L) \ {O} and
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let s' be a holomorphic section of L such tbat the zero set Z' of s' is nonsingular and

transverse to a "good" and Whitney stratiiication Z of Z. Then

Jl(Z) = L Jls'X(S \ Z') = L o:(S)'X(S \ Z').
sez SEZ

Proof. We will approximate Z by the zero sets of Zt of the seetions St = s-ts' (t E C).

First, we note that for small Itl all these seetions are nonsingular and transverse to Z. In

fact, by Bertini's Theorem (e.g [G-H] p.137) the singularities of generic Zt are contained

in zn Z'. Fix Xo E zn Z' and investigate Zt around xo. Denote the seetions s and s' by

1 aod 9 respeetively and eonsider them as functions. By the transversality of Z' to Z and

the fact that Z is a "good" stratifieation, the levels of 1 and garetransverse with the angle

bounded from below by nonzero positive eonstant. In partieular, d (I - tg) = d1 - t· d 9

nowhere vanishes on Zt (for t #- 0) and Zt is transverse to Z.

Let us fix a Hermitian metrie on L. For Itl small enough it is easy to see that Z n Z'

is a strong deformation retract of

Zt,l = {x E Ztj Ils'(x)J1 ~ €}

provided € is sufficiently small.

Step 1 We claim that for a sufficientIy small It I we ean find an universal € > 0 such that

Z n Z' is a strong deformation retraet of Zt,f'

Praaf. For t = 0 and € small it follows from the transversality. Assurne now that

t #- 0 and small. We shall show that Zt,f ean be retracted ooto Z n Z' using the flow

generated by the orthogonal projectioo on Zt,f of grad IIs'1I 2
• To prove it, it suffices

to show that the projected vector field does not vanish on Zt,f \ Z n Z'. We proceed

locally in a neighbourhood of same Xo E Z n Z'. So assurne that Xo is the arigin in cn

and s = I· e, s' = g' e, where e is a nan-vanishing holomorphic seetiaD of L defined
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in a neighbourhood of Xo and f, 9 are holomorphic functions. Let D be the associated

connection and B-the connection form with respect to e. Then

(3.2)

d(lls'112
) = (g·e,Dg·e) + (Dg·e,g·e)

= (d Igl2 + IgI 2 (B + Ö))lleI1 2

= ((9 dg + IgI 2 B) + (g dg + IgI2 B))lleI1 2
•

By the assumptions Xo is a regular point of g, so we may choose such coordinates that

g(z) =Zn, and for df = d'f + (8f/8zn)dzn we have by (3.1)

for some universal C > O.

Take z rt. Z U Z' and near Xo and let t( z) = J( z) / g( z). We show that the levels of

Ils' 11 2 and f /garetransversal at z. For this purpose we consider the conormal vectors to

them. The holomorphic part of the conormal vector to the fonner, given by (3.2), equals

and the holomorphic conormal vector to the latter

Ta prove the statement it is enough to show that 1) (z) and 12 (z) are independent.

Assume that this is not the case ; then, for every z such that I) (z) and 12 ( z) are dependent

we define c(z) E C by I)(z) = c(z)/2(z). Then, for such z, B(z) = a(z)dzn+b(z)df(z) =

(a( z )+b(z)8 f / 8zn(z) )dzn+b(z )d' f. Since B( z) is bounded so is b( z )d' f( z) and therefore

by (3.3) b(z) ·af/8zn(z) is bounded. Hence we conclude that a(z) is bounded. If we

write I) (z) and 12 (z) as combinations of dZn and df(z) we get

(1) Zn + a(z)'lznI 2 + c(z)'znf(z) = 0,

(2) b(z)zn = c(Z)zn .
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This gives Zn +a(Z)IZnI2 +b(z)f(Z)'Zn = 0 which is possible (near xo) only if b( - fez))

is elose to 1.

Since () is bounded in a neighbourhood of Xo this contradicts the following inequality

due to Lojasiewicz [~] §18 Proposition 1:

for some 0 < a < 1, which holds in some neighbourhood of xo. This completes the proof

of the assertion.

o

Fix €given by Step 1 and let Y be a manifold with boundary X \ {x E X; Ils'(x)11 ::; €}.

Note that the stratification Z is transverse to 8Y.

One of the main properties of Whitney stratification is a topological equisingularity. It

says that if (Z, Z) is a set with Whitney stratification, then the topological type of Z

at x E S E Z, does not depend on the choice of the point x on a given stratum S.

This follows from Thom's First Isotopy Lemma, whose proof is based on the technique

of extending vector fields (the reader can consult e.g. [G] Chapter TI) and requires a

construction of the system of tubular neighbourhoods of the strata (loc.cit. Chapter n §2.).

Step 2 (A constuction of a system of tubular neighbourhoods r s of S n Y in Y)

For S E Z we define fs inductively on dimS as follows:

fs = {x E Yj dist(x, S) ::; os} u Urs"
S'cS\S

where 6s is a sufficiently small number such that:

(1) G s = r s \ US1CS\S Int(rSI) is a manifold with corners which (as a stratified set)

is transverse to Z.

(2) G s is a locally trivial fibration over S := Sn Gs (by Thom 's First Isotopy Lemma)

We denote this fi bration by 7rS.
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(3) S is a manifold with corners with the same homotopy type as Sn Y (which can

be shown by gluing the vector fields gjven by (2)).

(A more complicated system of tubular neighbourhoods satisfying the above properties

was constructed by Dubson [D] Proposition I 1.4.2.B)

Claim: The map ?TslztnGs : Zt n Gs -+ S is a locally trivial fibration and its fibre Fx ,

x E 5, is homotopically equivalent to the Milnor fibre Fx •

Indeed, since Z is a "good" stratification , Zt (for t -=1= 0 and sufficiently small) is

transverse to the fibres of ?TS. In particular ?TslztnGs : Zt n Gs -+ S is a locally trivial

fibration. Its fibre Fx at x E 5 is homotopically equivalent to the Milnor fibre Fx by

Thom's First Isotopy Lemma.

Finally we have

x(Z) - X(Zt) = X(Z n Y) - X(Zt n Y)

= L (X(S) - X(Zt n Gs))
SEZ

= L (X(S) - X(S)X(Fx ))

SEZ

= (_l)n L X(S)/-lS.
SEZ

(by Claim, here, x E S)

If € is sufficiently small, then X(S) = X(S nY) = X(S \ Z') for every S E Z. Therefore,

by the above we get

x(Z) - X(Zt) = (_l)n L fLS'X(S \ Z')
SEZ

= (_l)n L a(S)·x(S \ Z').
sez

This completes the proof of Proposition 3.7.

o
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Proof of Theorem 3.4.

Steo 1 We claim that the assertion is true if L is very ample.

Take a stratification Z of Z which is "good", Whitney and refines i (i.e. each S E Z

is an union of strata of Z). By Bertini 's Theorem ([G-H] and [V]) there exists a section

s' of L whose zero set Z' is nonsingular and transverse to i. By Proposition 3.5 we have

J.l(Z) = L !-ls'X(S \ Z') = L p.s·X(S \ Z') l

sEi SEZ

where the last equality follows from the additivity of the Euler characteristic of a complex

stratification. So Step I follows from Proposition 2.4

L !ls'X(S \ Z') = L a(S)·x(S \ Z') = L a(S)·l (C(L)-l n c.(S)).
SEZ SEZ 8ez S

Consider now the general case. We proceed by induction on n = dimX .

Let M be a very ample line bundle on X such that L ® M is also very ample (such a

bundle exists since X is projective). Let H be the zero set of a section of }v! such that H

is nonsingular and transverse to agood stratification refining Z (and so also transverse to

Z). Let us stratify Z U H by taking the following strata: S \ H (for S E Z), S n H (fOT

S E Z) and H \ Z.

Let T be the zero set of a general section of L ® M such that T is nonsingular and

transverse to the above stratification of Z U H.

Step 2 We claim that

p.(Z U H) = L a(S) [x(S) - X(S,]v[) - x(S, L ® M)) - X(S, M Ef1 (L ® M))]
8ez

(3.4) - /-L(Z n H) - J.l(Z n H n T)

+ (-l)n(X(X, L Ef1 M) - X(X, LEB M EB (L ® M)),

where p.(Z n H) = J.l(Z n H, H) and JL(Z n H n T) = p.(Z n H n T, H n T).
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Indeed, by considering the above strarification of Z U H, we have

JJ(Z U H) = L JJS-H(Z U H)·X(S - H - T) + IlH-Z(Z U H)'X(H - Z)
sez

+ L J-lSnH(Z U H)·X(S n H - T) (by Proposition 3.7)
sez

= L J-ls'X(S - H - T) + (_l)n L X(S n H - T)
SeE sez

because obviously JJs-H(ZUH) = Ils(Z) = J-lS, flH-Z = 0, and JJsnH(ZUH) = (_l)n

by Lemma 3.3. Thus

fl(Z U H) = L o:s'X(S - H - T) +(-l)n[X(Z n H) - X(Z n H n T)] .
Sez

But we have

x(S - H - T) = X(S) - X(S, M) - X(S,L ® M) + X(S,M EI;) (L ~ M»

and
(-l)nx(Z n H) = -J-l(Z n H) + (-l)nX(H, L)

= -jj(Z n H) + (-l)nX(X, L ffi M),

(_l)n-l X(Z n H n T) = -fl(Z n H n T) + (_l)n-l x(H n T, L)

= -fl(Z n H n T) + (_l)n-l X(X, LEB M EB (L ~ M).

All these equaliries give (3.4).

Siep 3 We claim that

jj(Z U H) =jj(Z) + fl(Z n H)
(3.5)

+ (_l)n [X(X, L) + X(X, M) - X(X, LEB M) - X(X, L ® M)] .

Indeed, by the definition of J.l( *) and the additivity of Euler characteristic, we have

Il(Z U H) =( -l)n[X(Z U H) - X(X, L ® M)]

=( -l)n[X(Z) + X(H) - x(Z n H) - X(X, L ~ M)]

=1l(Z) + (-l)n[X(H) - X(Z n H) + X(X, L) - X(X, L ® M)].
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But X(H) = X(X, M) and (_1)n-l [X(z n H) - X(X, L ffi M)] = p.(Z n H). Thus the

above equation gives (3.5).

Step 4 For arbitrary Une bundles L and M on any compact analytic variety Y, the

following equality holds

(3.6) 2X(Y, L ffi M) + X(Y,L ~ M) = X(Y,L) + X(Y, M) +X(Y, LEB M ffi (L ~ M)).

This equation was proved in a more general framework in [H], Theorem 11.3.1.

We leave to the reader a verification of the following equality

2ab(1 + a) -1 (1 + b) -1 + (a + b) (1 + a + b)-1

=a(1 + a)-1 + b(1 + b)-1 + ab(a + b)(1 + a)-1(1 + b)-1(1 + a + b)-1 .

This equality (with a = Cl (L) and b = Cl (M)) and Proposition 2.4 imply (3.6).

Step 5 (Inductive step) In order to prove the formula we use the induction on n = dimX.

Assurne that the fOffilula holels for Il(Z n H) and Il(Z n H n T)

(3.7) /-l(Z n H) = L a(S)[x(S, M) - X(S, L ED M)],
sez

(3.8) p.(Z n H n T) = L a(S)[x(S, M ED (L 0 M)) - X(S, LEB M EB (L ~ M))].
SEZ

It follows from (3.4) and (3.5) that

p.(Z) = L a(S)· [X(S) - X(S, M) - X(S, L ~ M) + X(S, M EB (L ~ M))]
S

- 2p.(Z n H) - /-l(Z n H n T)

+ (_1)n-l [x(X, L) + X(X, M) - X(X, L ~ M)

-2X(X, LEB M) - X(X, L ffi M ffi (L ® M))] ,

the latter summand being zero by (3.6). Using (3.7) and (3.8) we thus obtain:
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J-l(Z) = 2: a(S) [x(S) - x(S, M) - X(S, L ® M) + X(S, M EI7 (L ® M))
s

+ 2X(S, M) - 2X(S, L EI7 M)

-X(S, M EB (L ® M)) - X(S, L EI7 M EI7 (L ((9 M))]

= 2: a(S)[x(S) - X(S, L)],
s

by applying (3.6) once again. This gives the desired assertion.
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